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Peek A Boo Zoo
Welcome to the Zoo... How would you like to travel from a tropical rain forest to
the African plains, and down into a deep canyon all in one day? Then get ready
for a wild trip to the zoo and up close look at all kinds of animals! See snow
leopards lurking on a ledge, zebras and ostriches running across the open
plains, and a tiger splashing in a stream. Find out everything--from what
elephants roll in after their baths to which bird might laugh at your jokes. Come
take a visit to an amazing zoo! Imagine traveling from a lush tropical rain forest,
to a deep and mysterious canyon, to the wide-open African plains—all in one
day! In this tour of a modern-day zoo, visitors get to see how animals really live.
They’ll learn everything from what elephants like to roll around in after their
baths to what’s being done to preserve wildlife. Written and illustrated by the
inimitable Aliki, this successor to the highly popular titles My Visit to the
Dinosaurs and My Visit to the Aquarium is one of the best ways ever for a young
child to visit the zoo. ‘Aliki’s accessible text and lush illustrations bring the
animal world to life.’ —School Library Journal ‘A fine picture book.’ —Kirkus
Reviews
While at the zoo Pat the Bunny pets the animals, from a wrinkly elephant to a
feathery parrot. On board pages.
Wave, clap, and laugh with adorable animal friends in this colorful, shaped board
book! Look, point, touch, and say peekaboo to the animals! Peekaboo Baby! is a
sturdy, shaped board book perfect for little ones learning their first actions.
Plus, the peekaboo mirror at the end is sure to delight and surprise!
Squawk, squawk! Roar, roar! Peekaboo who? There are friendly zoo animals
hiding under the lift-the-flaps in this noisy board book! Curious children will love
to peep through the holes in the eight big flaps, guess which animals are
underneath, then lift them up to see if they are right. And busy fingers won't be
able to resist pressing the sound buttons time and time again to listen to the
noise made by four of their favorite zoo friends. With a handle for lift-the-flap,
carry-along, noisy animal fun!
Peek-a-boo Friends
Put Me in the Zoo
Peekaboo Kisses
Peekaboo Baby!
Because some things are just better together. An ode to all the pairs that go together as
perfectly as a parent and their child, this adorable board book is the perfect companion
and follow-up title to YOU ARE MY CUPCAKE. With a bright palette, irresistible art by
Joyce Wan, and spot gloss and embossing on every spread, this is a surprising and
imaginative way to show the special bond between parent and child!
Peekaboo Zoo is a lovely first lift-the-flap book for babies and young toddlers. Turn each
page to find a wild animal hidden under a flap. Read the funny, rhyming text and try to
guess which animal is hidden! There is a mirror on the last page, so baby can have the
excitement of finding themselves in the picture! The classic game of peekaboo is brought
to life in this gorgeous book, perfect as a gift for babies and young children.
Fold-down flaps allow readers to discover who is playing peek-a-boo in the zoo.
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Introduces animals & habitats Supports comprehension & vocabulary growth Entertains
with exploration & surprise Peek and explore in the forest! You'll meet all sorts of animal
friends. Each scene features a pair of lift-a-flaps with peek-a-boo surprises. Inside the
flaps, you'll find fun facts about the animals in the artwork. ISBN: 978-1-68052-125-2
7.0"w x 7.0"h 6 peek-a-flap spreads embossed cover with foil
Never, Ever Shout in a Zoo
Pat the Zoo (Pat the Bunny)
Peek-A Who? (Lift the Flap Books, Interactive Books for Kids, Interactive Read Aloud
Books)
We Belong Together
Playful and engaging titles from the award-winning author/illustrator Jane Cabrera. Diecuts on alternate spreads create a joyous guessing game parents can play with their baby.
Peek through the cut-out holes, then turn the page to discover the surprise!
This delightful addition to the Baby's Very First series has sturdy, shaped gatefold flaps,
perfect for little fingers to open and close. Babies will love playing peek-a-book with
familiar animals from the series. This is part of the award winning series of brightly
coloured, high contrast books for babies. A perfect book for sharing with babies at all
stages of their development. It includes flaps, shaped pages and holes that reveal little
surprises to spot and talk about.
Can you guess who you will meet next? Explore your way through the peek-a-boo holes
and meet a playful puppy, hopping bunny and more in this new addition to the bestselling
Little Learners range from Parragon.
This latest entry in the bestselling series invites young readers on a trip to the farm! From
a cow to a rooster to the surprise ending, the lively text and colorful pictures help children
predict what is peeking through die-cut windows. Read the clue . . . guess the rhyme . . .
giggle wildly . . . and repeat!
Peekaboo Zoo!
My Visit to the Zoo
Peek-A-Boo At The Zoo Picture Book
Poo in the Zoo

Rhyming text depicts the chaos caused by shouting at the zoo.
A book of animal masks with eyes cut out to look through so that young readers
can play peek-a-boo. On board pages.
Introduces animals & habitats Supports comprehension & vocabulary growth
Entertains with exploration & surprise Meet all the animals as you peek and
explore around a farm! Each scene features a pair of lift-a-flaps with peek-a-boo
surprises. Inside the flaps, you'll find fun facts about the animals in the artwork.
ISBN: 978-1-68052-124-5 7.0"w x 7.0"h 6 peek-a-flap spreads embossed cover
with foil
Children will explore fun facts about different zoo animals with this colorful book
featuring real photographs and sounds. Studies show that young learners find it
easier to associate real-life animals to photographs than to illustrations. Did you
know a family of lions is called a pride? Or, that the cheetah is the fastest land
animal. From a lion to a parrot, this book teaches children about all of their furry
zoo friends! Other books in the Photo Fun Fact Series includes: Monster
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Machines, Rescue Ready, and Barnyard Babies.
Who
Peek-a Moo!
Peekaboo

Offers toddlers a colorful, interactive board book where playful animals of
various shapes and sizes are hiding behind numerous lift-the-flaps, and
comes complete with a squeaker to press and a peek-at-yourself mirror.
Children's BOMC Main. 75,000 first printing.
Peek-a-boo! What can you see? The classic game of peek-a-boo is brought
to life in these two very first lift-the-flap books. Babies will love to turn
the soft cloth pages to see a face or an animal hidden behind a shaped
flap - then play peek-a-boo as they lift the flap to find out who is
underneath.
Lift the flaps and play peek-a-boo with Joyce Wan's animals on the farm!
From the adorable world of Joyce Wan comes a sweet animal board book
filled with large lift-the-flaps! Join in on the classic game of peek-a-boo
with a rooster, a cow, and more farm animals by lifting the flaps to reveal
each cute creature's joyful face. A perfect board book read aloud with a
simple interactive component babies and toddlers will love.
There's so much to look at and find at the zoo! With sturdy flaps to lift
and simple information, this is the perfect fun introduction to the zoo for
young children.
Peek-A-Boo Zoo
Peek Inside the Zoo
Peek a Boo! Zoo
Peek-A-Boo Baby: Zoo

Peek-A-Boo ZooCartwheel Books
Children will love to play peekaboo with the adorable animals in
this interactive board book See who’s hiding behind each flap as
different animals appear from behind their paws (or wings). One
by one you can uncover these beautifully rendered animals, and
at the end you'll find a special surprise. See if you can find .
. . a fox, a bear, a cat, a porcupine, a dog, a pig, an owl, and
. . . you!
Step inside the weird and wonderful world of zoos, where all
four corners of our planet come together. Venture behind the
scenes to uncover the secrets of the amazing animals and army of
staff that make up these awesome attractions and vital
conservation centers. Find out what keeps zookeepers busy as
they care for hundreds of different animals, from mini meerkats
to enormous elephants. Learn how they create the perfect
habitats, moreish meals, and fun enrichment activities to keep
their animals healthy and happy. Marvel at how courageous
zookeepers learn to look after dangerous animals. Learn about
the valuable research and conservation efforts that are so
crucial for protecting our most vulnerable species. Featuring
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only the best zoos from around the world, this ebook takes you
on a once-in-a-lifetime trip through zoo life to discover the
enormous amounts of ingenuity and care it takes to make safe
homes and futures for wild and endangered animals. Featuring
stunning visuals that encapsulate the essence of zoos,
aquariums, and wildlife parks, Behind the Scenes at the Zoo is
the perfect way to experience those hidden lives in a way that
you've never imagined.
The reader can look through die-cut pages for a visual clue to
complete a game of peek-a-boo. Full color illustrations plus a
mylar mirror. 11 spreads.
Peek-a-Boo Bunny (Read Aloud)
Peek-a-moo!
Peek-a Boo!
My First Peek-a-Boo Animals
Babies are invited to play peek-a-boo by lifting flaps to reveal
rhyming words.
Lift the flaps and play peek-a-boo with Joyce Wan's animals at
the zoo! From the adorable world of Joyce Wan comes a sweet
animal board book filled with large lift-the-flaps! Join in on
the classic game of peek-a-boo with a lion, a bear, and more zoo
animals by lifting the flaps to reveal each cute creature's
joyful face. A perfect board book read aloud with a simple
interactive component babies and toddlers will love.
Help Bunny find his friends in this gorgeous rhyming hide-andseek adventure!
Kids will love playing peek-a-boo with all the different animals
at the zoo in this cute book! Peek-a-boo baby, peek-a-boo zoo!
Lemur's playing peek-a-boo, why don't you play too? Join in the
fun with curious Lemur and see who's hiding behind the cut-out
holes. A pair of eyes peeks through each page as Lemur finds out
who's hiding, including a panda, a parrot, a kangaroo, and a
monkey. The last spread, which is hidden by many different diecuts, reveals a whole zoo of characters! Kids will love playing
peek-a-boo and revealing Jane Cabrera's adorable animal
illustrations!
Peek-A-Boo Farm
Behind the Scenes at the Zoo
Peek-a-boo Zoo
Peek-a-flap Zoo
In this third title in Nina Laden's Peek-a series, the classic game of peekaboo
becomes spookily fun! Colorful pictures and lively, rhyming text—featuring
bats, jack-o'-lanterns, and ghosts galore—help children predict what is peeking
through die-cut windows. Read the clue...guess the rhyme...giggle wildly...and
repeat!
A playful and engaging title from the award-winning author/illustrator Jane
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Cabrera. Die-cuts on alternate spreads create a joyous guessing game parents
can play with their baby. Peek through the cut-out holes, then turn the page to
discover the surprise!
Introduces animals & habitats Supports comprehension & vocabulary growth
Entertains with exploration & surprise You'll meet all sorts of animals when
you peek and explore around wild habitats! Each scene features a pair of lift-aflaps with peek-a-boo surprises. Inside the flaps, you'll find fun facts about the
animals in the artwork. ISBN: 978-1-68052-126-9 7.0"w x 7.0"h 6 peek-a-flap
spreads embossed cover with foil
Meet all the exciting zoo animals in Tabbed Board Books: My First Zoo. Filled
with stunning photographs and clear labels, Tabbed Board Books: My First Zoo
helps children develop first language skills by introducing them to zoo animals.
This book features 13 picture tabs that lead to 26 pages of zoo images with
clear labels, and the design works perfectly with children's stage of
educational development. Using word games and picture tabs, Tabbed Board
Books: My First Zoo helps children learn new words and discover the world
around them.
Peek-a-zoo!
Busy Zoo
Moo
Noisy Peekaboo: Zoo

Lift the flaps to discover the animals being described.
Bob McGrew, the head keeper at the zoo, loves his job -except when he has to clean up the poo! One day, the iguana
leaves behind something that catches the attention of the
entire town -- and a poo museum owner -- and ends up making
Bob's messy job a lot easier!
A large, spotted animal discovers he really belongs in a
circus, not a zoo. On board pages.
Children will explore fun facts about different zoo animals
with this colorful book featuring real photographs. Studies
show that young learners find it easier to associate reallife animals to photographs than to illustrations. Did you
know a family of lions is called a pride? Or, that the
cheetah is the fastest land animal. From a lion to a parrot,
this book teaches children about all of their furry zoo
friends! Other books in the Photo Fun Fact Series includes:
Monster Machines, Rescue Ready, and Barnyard Babies.
Your Access-All-Areas Guide to the World's Greatest Zoos and
Aquariums
Ibaby: Farm Faces
Peek-A-Boo At The Zoo Sound Book
Tabbed Board Books: My First Zoo: Let's Meet the Animals!
The authors take children on a rhyming peek-a-boo adventure set in a farm yard. The
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book incorporates 8 larger than life fold-down flaps and is illustrated in colour
throughout.
Peek-a-Boo What?
Peek-A-Boo Zoo!
Baby's Very First Lift-The-Flap Peek-a-Boo BB
Peek-a-Boo Zoo!
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